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Technology Maturation with NASA Flight Opportunities

Increasing Flight Readiness 
of a New Small Satellite 
Computer System
Sounding rocket flights help mature  
cost-effective, efficient radiation-tolerant 
computing technology

Future NASA long-duration science missions will require onboard 

computing power that exceeds the current processing and power 

efficiency of existing systems. To withstand the harsh environment of 

space for longer periods, these systems will need to be ultra-reliable, 

radiation-hardened, and self-repairing. Working toward this goal, the 

Radiation Tolerant SmallSat Computer System (RadSat) developed 

by Montana State University (MSU) and NASA’s Goddard Space 

Flight Center (GSFC) offers increased performance at a fraction of 

the cost of existing systems. Sounding rocket flights through NASA’s 

Flight Opportunities program 

have matured the RadSat 

technology, preparing it 

for a mission to the 

International Space 

Station (ISS) and 

a NASA CubeSat 

mission in 2017.

From a university perspective, one of 
the greatest takeaways was learning 
how to conduct a rigorous NASA 
flight campaign from end to end. 
That education is something that you 
don’t typically get in a classroom— 
it’s something you only learn when 
you engage with a program like 
Flight Opportunities. 

—   Professor Brock LaMeres,  
Montana State University,  
RadSat principal investigator 
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About the Technology
RadSat offers increased performance, power 
efficiency, and radiation tolerance at a lower 
cost than other systems. Implemented on 
a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) field 
programmable gate array (FPGA), the system’s 
reconfigurable and redundant architecture 
enables robust, self-healing capabilities ideal for 
long-duration missions.

Fault mitigation for computing is critical when 
the system must endure the harsh conditions 
of space for long periods. RadSat’s approach 
exploits modern processing nodes (28 nm) and 
breaks the FPGA’s network fabric into redundant 
tiles, enabling self-correcting capabilities in the 
event that any part of the fabric stops working.

Overcoming Challenges
The team’s flight tests offered a welcome rigor that challenged MSU students to 
get up to speed on learning the necessary steps for conducting a full NASA flight 
test. Both tests revealed insights that enabled redesigns and increased the RadSat 
technology readiness level (TRL) from 4 to 6. 

The temperature changes inherent in a sounding rocket launch caused a higher 
power draw, revealing power system deficiencies that the team addressed following 
the first test flight. The flight also showed that the data logging system was not 
recording sufficient data (possibly linked to vibration from the sounding rocket) 
to ascertain the health of the system when left for long periods of time—another 
redesign they tackled following the first flight. 

The second test flight offered information that allowed the team to further refine 
the data logging system, which will be critical for longer duration missions. 

Looking Ahead
RadSat will be further tested as part of several major initiatives over the next 2 
years. An upcoming NASA mission on the ISS will test the data logging system 
over a 6-month period, exposing it to more radiation than ever. RadSat has also 
been selected by the NASA CubeSat Launch Initiative, with plans to launch the 
system on a satellite in December 2017 and remain in orbit for 12 months. Finally, 
a grant from the NASA Undergraduate Student Instrumentation Project (USIP) 
will result in a second satellite launch and CubeSat mission, enabling the team to 
log data from two RadSat systems in orbit at once. The recent tests through Flight 
Opportunities have matured the technology to a level that makes these upcoming 
missions viable.

The SpaceLoft XL sounding rocket from UP 
Aerospace ready for test flight.  
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Maturation  
Milestones 

Flight Opportunities has been instrumental 
in helping to mature RadSat through two 
notable test flights:

 u A sounding rocket flight with UP 
Aerospace (SpaceLoft-9) in October 
2014 enabled testing of the RadSat 
power system and data logging system.

 u A second sounding rocket flight 
(Terrier Orion) in March 2016 helped 
the team evaluate the thermal control 
system and data analysis.

Benefits of Flight 
Opportunities

Flight Opportunities advances the 
operational readiness of innovative space 
technologies through affordable access 
to relevant test environments. Specific 
benefits for RadSat included:

 u Problem identification: Both test 
flights revealed necessary refinements 
that were not apparent in laboratory 
testing.

 u Survivability validation: Sounding 
rockets place notoriously difficult 
launch conditions on payloads, so the 
flight tests allowed the team to confirm 
that the payload itself would survive a 
tumultuous launch.

 u TRL increase: RadSat advanced from 
level 4 to 6 as a result of flight testing.  

 u Educational outreach: The flight 
tests enabled MSU students to learn 
firsthand how to complete a rigorous 
NASA flight test, including all design 
reviews and launch requirements—
information not readily gained from 
classroom instruction.

Learn More

For more information about RadSat, visit:  
http://bit.ly/2cPvqcb and http://go.nasa.gov/2cF4s1Z

For more information about NASA’s Flight Opportunities program, visit:
www.nasa.gov/flightopportunities
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